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Saturday 18 April— Annual Plant Auction
This was a fun afternoon with a wonderful selection of good quality plants donated by our
members and the bidding was spirited and lively. Our auctioneer, Cooktown identity John
Hay ,assisted by his grand daughter Ruby kept things moving along smartly. Treasurer Sue was
smiling at the end of the day and was well pleased with the result. Thanks to everyone who
made the auction a success .

Just a few of the great selection of plants for sale on the day
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A Letter from California

–

from Shirley

Shirley and Russell
have been enjoying a
holiday in Aptos,
California.

“We are on our house swap in California and loving it. Having a house all to ourselves is brilliant
and allows us to really get the feel for an area without rushing. And the bird life is stunning
with special containers to feed the Hummingbirds (which sound like buzzy insects!!) and the
Blue Jays with their helmeted-head-shapes adore a seed block we give them in a wire cage. It is
a stage show each day watching the birds jump at the dispensers and the family of squirrels
forage around on the ground for the dropped sunflowers.

“Some succulent photos from our garden - a lovely drought tolerant low maintenance garden in
what has been officially Drought Declared California. “
Continued>
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A Letter from California – Continued
The Birds:

A blue Jay waiting to be fed

and one in the tree

The Gardens:
Shirley says “Here are succulents in
manicured formation!! Californian folk are
getting into the swing of drought tolerant
plantings”

Right:
“The 'Lone Cypress' which has survived on
this rocky outcrop for 250 years. It is
located about an hour's highway drive
south of our holiday home along the
coastline near Pebble Beach and Clint
Eastwood's old township of Carmel.”
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A Garden Glimpse -

Travis’s Garden -

by Carolyn

The driveway to Travis's home winds through an

avenue of tall, elegant Foxtail Palms, with orchids,
elkhorns and other epiphytes clinging to their trunks.
A very healthy looking purple Dendrobium Orchid
was still in flower under one of the palms. As I
walked onto the front patio I saw some huge,
beautifully-patterned Caladiums, nestled amongst
other foliage plants. Out the back in a collection of
potted plants I saw this magnificent one. Looking
very much at home on pieces of bark and hanging in
pots, next to a pond covered in waterlilies and other
water plants, was a display of bromeliads and
tillandsias. Tillandsias once again featured in the
shade house where they were happily growing on
pieces of tree branch in a very natural setting.
Tillandsias are the largest genus in
the Bromeliad family and are
native to the warmer climates of
the Americas. They are commonly
known as "air plants" and most
use their root systems to attach to
trees or rocks. They are epiphytes
and absorb moisture and nutrients
through their leaves.

As I walked around admiring the spacious one
and a quarter acres of gardens, I glimpsed some
stately gums towering over the rest of the yard.
In the foreground you can see a shrub "Flaming
Glory" or Carphalea kirondron, a deciduous shrub
from Madagascar, which flowers with an
insignificant white blossom that only lasts a day.
However, it is the flaming red calyx clusters that
catch the eye, as these can be up to 25cm across
and can last up to several months before turning
brown and falling off.
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Travis’s Garden

Continued

Travis has a huge variety of plants,
attractively displayed in his
beautiful, natural garden. This is
definitely a garden to wander
around and explore, whilst sipping a
glass of chilled wine, in the cool of a
Summer evening.

General Meeting 16 May – in the garden of Steven French at
Gordonvale.

Our host’s large and impressive garden had much to enjoy in addition to
the magnificent display of bromeliads.

Steven gave us a very informative talk on the care and propagation of Neoregelias. These
colourful members of the brom family have incredible foliage and the large shade house was
full of many and varied colour combinations, as well as a number of plants in various locations
throughout the garden. Details of the talk were in the minutes of the May meeting.
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As well as the bromeliads there were many other
highlights in the garden, including these two stunning
potted plants beside the pool.
Our sincere thanks to Steven for
his hospitality and for sharing his
expertise with our members.
Peter Cousens took out the first
place in the cut shrub competition
with a beautiful stephanotis

floribunda

Right>
and Fran was second with her
mansoa alliacea (garlic vine).
Peter has also agreed to take over
the reference library, thank you
Peter—and thanks to Averil for the
great work she has done looking
after the library.

Show and Tell

On a recent visit to
Vietnam, Averil sent
us these opulent
photos
of
the
magnificent orchid
display in the hotel
lobby.
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